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Abstract

Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are members of the transforming growth factor-β

superfamily, which utilize BMP receptors and intracellular SMADs to transduce their signals to

regulate cell differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis. Because mutations in BMP receptor type

IA (BMPRIA) and SMAD4 are found in the germline of patients with the colon cancer

predisposition syndrome juvenile polyposis, and because the contribution of BMP in colon cancers

is largely unknown, we examined colon cancer cells and tissues for evidence of BMP signaling

and determined its growth effects. We determined the presence and functionality of BMPR1A by

examining BMP-induced phosphorylation and nuclear translocation of SMAD1; transcriptional

activity via a BMP-specific luciferase reporter; and growth characteristics by cell cycle analysis,

cell growth, and 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide metabolic as-says.

These assays were also performed after transfection with a dominant negative (DN) BMPR1A

construct. In SMAD4-null SW480 cells, we examined BMP effects on cellular wound assays as

well as BMP-induced transcription in the presence of transfected SMAD4. We also determined the

expression of BMPR1A, BMP ligands, and phospho-SMAD1 in primary human colon cancer

specimens. We found intact BMP signaling and modest growth suppression in HCT116 and two

derivative cell lines and, surprisingly, growth suppression in SMAD4-null SW480 cells. BMP-

induced SMAD signaling and BMPR1A-mediated growth suppression were reversed with DN

BMPR1A transfection. BMP2 slowed wound closure, and transfection of SMAD4 into SW480

cells did not change BMP-specific transcriptional activity over controls due to receptor stimulation

by endogenously produced ligand. We found no cell cycle alterations with BMP treatment in the

HCT116 and derivative cell lines, but there was an increased G1 fraction in SW480 cells that was
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not due to increased p21 transcription. In human colon cancer specimens, BMP2 and BMP7

ligands, BMPRIA, and phospho-SMAD1 were expressed. In conclusion, BMP signaling is intact

and growth suppressive in human colon cancer cells. In addition to SMADs, BMP may utilize

SMAD4-independent pathways for growth suppression in colon cancers.
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Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) is a member of the transforming growth factor (TGF)-β

superfamily known to regulate cell proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation and to

participate in the mesenchymal development of most tissues and organs in vertebrates.

However, its role in epithelial growth regulation is not well understood. As part of the TGF-

β superfamily, BMP utilizes a similar signaling cascade to that of TGF-β. BMP ligands use

serine-threonine kinase receptors, type IA (BMPRIA), type IB (BMPRIB), and type II

(BMPRII), to transmit their signal in the cell (7, 25, 36). BMP ligands bind either

cooperatively to preformed receptor complexes or first to a BMPRI receptor that then

recruits BMPRII (23). Additionally, BMPs can bind to activin type II (ACVR2) and type IIB

(ACVR2B) receptors (29, 34, 38). BMP7 appears to preferentially bind to ACVRII and

ACVRI but also has affinity for BMPRII, BMPRIA, and BMPRIB, whereas BMP2 and

BMP4 appear to bind to BMPRIA and BMPRII preferentially (11, 30, 38). Upon ligand

binding, BMPRII phosphorylates BMPRI, which, in turn, phosphorylates intracellular

SMAD1, -5, or -8 at their COOH terminus (28). The phosphorylated (p)SMADs associate

with SMAD4, and the complex translocates to the nucleus to regulate the expression of

various genes that control cell proliferation, cell differentiation, and apoptosis (2).

BMPs and their receptors have been linked to the pathogenesis of some solid tumors.

BMPRIA, BMPRII, and BMP2 mRNA levels have been found upregulated in pancreatic

cancers, 55% of which have biallelic loss of SMAD4 (32, 39). BMP2 might promote

pancreatic cancer progression by enhancing the growth of pancreatic cancer cells (6, 24).

mRNAs for BMP receptors and BMP ligands are greater in cells with high metastatic

potential than in cells with less metastatic potential (1). However, BMP2 inhibits the

proliferation of breast cancer cell lines that express both SMAD1 and SMAD4 (CAMA-1,

MCF7, MDA-MB-231, T-47D, and ZR-75-1) and upregulates the cyclin-dependent kinase

inhibitor p21WAF1 in these cells (33). BMP2 has also been shown to inhibit proliferation and

cause cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase of MKN74 gastric cells (37). Growth inhibitory

effects of BMP2 have also been seen in the androgen-sensitive prostate cancer cell line

LNCAP, but no effect was found in androgen-insensitive PC-3 and DU145 cell lines (3).

Recently, Hardwick et al. (14) found that BMP2 inhibits normal colonic epithelial cell

growth by promoting apoptosis and differentiation and inhibiting proliferation. They also

found that BMP2, BMPRIA, BMPRIB, BMPRII, pSMAD1, and SMAD4 are expressed

predominantly in mature colonocytes at the epithelial surface in normal adult human and

mouse colon tissue samples (14).
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Juvenile polyposis syndrome (JP) is an autosomal dominant gastrointestinal hamartomatous

polyposis syndrome that increases the afflicted patient's risk for developing colon cancer by

~12-fold. Germline mutations in the tumor suppressor SMAD4 and BMPRIA have been

described in JP patients (18, 40). A small percentage of JP kindreds have also shown

germline mutations in PTEN (20). Four common BMPRIA germline mutations have been

described in JP leading to premature stop codons and subsequent inactivation of BMPRIA

(17). Recently, Howe et al. (19) found that of 77 JP cases, germline SMAD4 mutations

accounted for 18.2%, whereas germline BMPRIA mutations accounted for 20.8%, of the JP

cases. Additionally, Haramis et al. (13) found that inhibition of BMP signaling by

conditional knockout of BMPRIA resulted in the formation of numerous ectopic crypts that

mimic the intestinal histopathology of JP.

Colon cancer develops as a result of uncontrolled cellular proliferation and dysregulation of

cell death mechanisms, and inactivation of TGF-β superfamily signaling appears to play a

key role (4). Inactivation of TGF-β signaling occurs in ~80% of colon cancers (10).

Inactivation of activin signaling via mutations in ACVR2, another TGF-β superfamily

receptor, occurs in the majority of colon tumors with microsatellite instability (MSI) (16,

22). Because patients with the colon cancer predisposition syndrome JP develop germline

mutations in key BMP signaling molecules, and because the effects of BMP signaling in

colon cancer are largely unknown, we aimed to answer two questions: 1) is BMP signaling

disrupted in colon cancer like its TFG-β and activin counterparts; and 2) if not, does BMP

signaling confer growth control in colon cancer cells? We found that BMP signaling is intact

in human colon cancer specimens and in several cell lines and is moderately growth

suppressive.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines

We utilized the cell lines listed in Table 1 to investigate whether the BMP pathway was

intact. These include the HCT116 cell line, which is a MSI cell line due to biallelic

mutations in human mutL homolog 1 (hMLH1) and has mutations in TGF-β receptor type 2

(TGFBR2) and ACVR2 (5). We also utilized HCT116 cells complemented with chromosome

3 (HCT116 + chr3), which are microsatellite stable (MSS) at single base mispairs due to

hMLH1 complementation and have wild-type TGFBR2 restored (5, 26). We also used

HCT116 cells complemented by chromosome 2 transfer (HCT116 + chr2), which

demonstrate MSI and have ACVR2 restored as well as an additional copy of BMPRII (21,

26). Additionally, we used SW480 cells, which are MSS and are SMAD4 null (8, 12).

Cell culture

The HCT116 cell line, its derivatives, and the SW480 cell line were maintained in Iscove's

modified Dulbecco's medium (IMDM; Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA) with 10% FBS and

penicillin G-streptomycin (Invitrogen). G418 was added to cultures of HCT116 + chr2 and

HCT116 + chr3 to maintain the transferred chromosome.
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Nuclear/cytoplasmic fractionation, immunoprecipitation, and immunoblot analysis

We separated the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions with hypotonic lysis buffer [10 mM

Tris·HCl (pH 7.4), 3 mM MgCl2, 0.2% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40), 0.1 mM EDTA, 40 mM NaF,

5 mM glycerophosphate, 10 μg/ml aprotinin, 5 μg/ml leupeptin, 1 mM sodium

orthovanadate, and 0.5 mM PMSF] and RIPA buffer [1% NP-40, 0.1% SDS, 1%

deoxycholic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris·HCl (pH 7.2), and 1 mM PMSF].

Immunoprecipitation of the receptors was performed by overnight incubation by rotary

rotation with BMPRIA antibody with 500 μg of cell extract at 4°C. Protein agarose A beads

(Upstate; Lake Placid, NY) were added, and the mixture was further rotated for 3 h at 4°C.

After the mixture was washed with PBS, the antibody-protein complex was denatured at

100°C for 5 min, and the protein was loaded onto an 8.5% polyacryl-amide gel. After

electrophoresis, proteins were transferred onto a nylon membrane, blocked for 1 h with 5%

milk, and probed overnight with primary antibodies at 4°C. Blotting was done with

antibodies to BMPRIA (1:150), total SMAD1 (1:300), SMAD4 (1:400), histone (1:1,000;

SC 5676, SC 7965, SC 7966, and SC 8030, respectively, Santa Cruz Biotechnology; Santa

Cruz, CA), and pSMAD1 (1:400; 06-702, Upstate). The next day, several 0.1% PBS-Tween

(PBS-T) washes were performed along with the appropriate secondary antibody incubation.

Blotted proteins were detected with horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary antibodies

(Sigma; St. Louis, MO) followed by enhance chemiluminescence detection (Amersham;

Little Chalfont, UK).

Luciferase assays

Transient transfection of colon cancer cells with the BMP-responsive element (BRE)-

luciferase (Luc) plasmid (a gift from Dr. Peter ten Dijke, Netherlands Cancer Institute,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands) was done to assess the effects of BMP on BMP-specific

transactivation. The pWWP-luc plasmid (a gift from Burt Vogelstein, Johns Hopkins

Univerisity, Baltimore, MD) was transfected to assess the effects of BMP on p21WAF1

transactivation. Reporter vectors (0.75 μg/ml) and the pRL-TK vector (20 ng/ml) were

transiently delivered by Transfectin (Promega; Madison, WI) in 12-well plates with a ratio

of 3:1 of vector to transfection reagent in OPTI-MEM reduced serum-free media (GIBCO;

Carlsbad, CA). Two hours posttransfection, 1 ml of complete media was added per well,

and, 12–16 h posttransfection, cells were treated with 50 ng/ml BMP2 or BMP7. Luc

activity was measured by a dual-Luc kit (Promega) 20–24 h after the treatment, and

normalization was performed using the Renilla Luc activity expressed by the cotransfected

pRL-TK vector.

SMAD4 and dominant negative and constitutively active BMPR1A transfections

SMAD4, dominant negative (DN) BMPR1A, or constitutively active (CA) BMPR1A were

transiently delivered by Transfectin (Promega) at a ratio of 3:1 of vector to transfection

reagent using 1 μg/ml SMAD4 vector (a generous gift from Dr. Masayuki Funaba, Azabu

University School of Vetinary Medicine, Azabu, Japan) or 3 μg/ml DN BMPR1A or CA

BMPR1A in OPTI-MEM reduced serum-free media (GIBCO). After 2–3 h, IMDM with

FBS and penicillin G-streptomycin was added to the transfected cells. At 2 h

posttransfection, complete media were added and later used in the experiments.
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3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay

The effect of BMP treatment on cell growth was assessed by using a 3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)-based metabolic assay. Cells

were seeded in 48-well plates at a density of 10–20,000 cells/well in 0.4 ml culture medium

supplemented with BMP2 or BMP7 (100 ng/ml). Metabolic activity, corresponding to

growth, was assayed after 2 or 4 days of incubation at fixed intervals for MTT-dependent

absorbency. For this, cells were stained for 3 h with MTT dye, the reaction product released

by lysis with SDS, and absorbency was detected at a wavelength of 570 nm using a

Beckman-Coulter DU640B spectrophotometer (Beckman-Coulter; Fullerton, CA).

Cell counting for growth

Cells were seeded at a density of 10,000 cells/well and, 24 h later, were treated with 100

ng/ml BMP2 or BMP7 in the presence of FBS. After 48 and 96 h, cells were lysed in 0.5 ml

of 0.05% trypsin and counted using a hemacytometer.

Wound closure assay

Cells were plated in six-well plates and grown to 95% confluency. A wound was then

created in the shape of a cross with a plastic pipet tip. Media were replaced with fresh

media, and cells were photographed using a Carl Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope (Carl

Zeiss; Thornwood, NY). Cells were then treated with 100 ng/ml BMP2 or BMP7 or 300

ng/ml Noggin. Every 18 h thereafter, the media were refreshed, and cells were photographed

and retreated. All pictures were taken from the same location on the plates at the top of the

intersection of the cross.

Total RNA extraction and semiquantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA extraction was performed using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). Cells grown on six-

well plates were lysed with TRIzol (1 ml/well), combined with chloroform, and mixed.

Supernatants were then precipitated with isopropanol, and RNA pellets were washed with

75% ethanol, air dried, and then resuspended in water. Two micrograms of total RNA were

converted into cDNA by reverse transcriptase and amplification of BMP2 and BMP7

(SuperScript II, Invitrogen). Briefly, after inactivation at 65°C for 10 min, 1 μl of the

reaction mixture was incubated in buffer containing 0.2 mM concentrations of dATP, dCTP,

dGTP, and dTTP; 0.2 μM concentrations of each of the oligonucleotide primers; 3 mM

MgCl2; and 10× buffer consisting of 200 mM Tris·HCl (pH 8.0), 500 mM KCl, and 1 unit

Taq polymerase. The following primers were designed to amplify BMP2 and BMP7: BMP2,

forward 5′-CCCAGCGTGAAAAGAGAGAC-3′ and reverse 5′-

GAGACCGCAGTCCGTCTAAG-3′; and BMP7, forward

5′TCGTGGAACATGACAAGGAA-3′ and reverse 5′-CTGATCCGGAACGTCTCATT-3′.

Primers for p21/Waf1 were as follows: forward 5′-CAGGGGACAGCAGAGGAAGA-3′

and reverse 5′TTAGGGCTTCCTCTTGGAGAA-3′. GAPDH served as a loading control

(forward 5′-ACCACAGTCCATGCCATCAC-3′ and reverse 5′-

TCCACCACCCTGTTGCTGTA-3′). PCR was performed as follows: denaturation at 95°C

for 3 min and 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 74°C for 4 min for BMP7 and

GAPDH; denaturation at 95°C for 3 min and 40 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 57°C for 30 s, and
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74°C for 4 min for BMP2; and denaturation at 95°C for 3 min and 40 cycles of 94°C for 30

s, 55°C for 30 s, and 74°C for 4 min for p21.

Cell cycle analysis

Cells were grown on 10-cm dishes until 50% confluent. After 24 h of serum starvation, 10%

serum was added containing 50 ng/ml BMP2 or BMP7 for 48 h. Cells were harvested using

0.05% trypsin, washed with PBS, and resuspended in 0.6 ml of PBS and 1.0 ml of 100%

ethanol. Cells were fixed overnight at 4°C. The next day, cells were centrifuged, washed in

PBS, and centrifuged again for 5 min. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml of PBS solution

containing 40 units/ml RNase A and 50 μg/ml propidium iodide, incubated at 37°C for 1 h,

and then placed on ice until analysis with a Beckman-Coulter Elite Flow Cytometer

Multicycle (Phoenix Flow; San Diego, CA).

Propidium iodide viability

For viability assays, cells were serum starved 30 min and then treated with 50 ng/ml ligand

for 48 h. Cells were then harvested with 0.05% trypsin, centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 5 min,

and resuspended in 0.3 ml PBS. Propidium iodide (10 μg/ml) was added to the cells, and

cells were placed on ice until analysis with a Beckman-Coulter Elite Flow Cytometer

(Phoenix Flow).

Immunohistochemical analysis

Under institutional review board approval (University of California-San Diego Protocol No.

050958XT), 10 random MSS and 3 random MSI slides from a population-based study (35)

containing colon cancer tissue were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in graded

alcohols to water. Slides were immersed in sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and heated in a

microwave for 4 min for four times for antigen retrieval. Slides were then processed using a

DAKO Signal Catalyzed Amplification System (DAKO; Carpinteria, CA). Endogenous

peroxidase activity was blocked by incubation with 3% H2O2. Goat serum (10%) was added

for 15 min to block nonspecific protein binding. Slides were incubated overnight with

primary antibody [BMPRIA (1:150, SC 5676, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), BMP2 (4.5 μg/

ml), BMP7 (25 μg/ml, AF 355 and AF354, R&D Systems; Minneapolis MN), pSMAD1

(1:100, AB 3848, Chemicon; Temecula CA)] and then rinsed with 0.1% PBS-T.

Biotinylated secondary antibody was added for 15 min, followed by an incubation with

peroxidase-labeled streptavidin for 15 min at room temperature. Sections were washed with

PBS-T, incubated with diaminobenzidine and H2O2 for 1 min, lightly counterstained with

hematoxylin, dehydrated in graded alcohols, cleared in xylene, and coverslipped. All

sections and immunostains were reviewed by a single gastrointestinal pathologist.

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was determined using either the Student's t-test or two-factor without

replication ANOVA. P values of <0.05 were considered to be significant.
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RESULTS

The BMPRIA receptor is present and SMAD signaling is intact in the majority of colon
cancer cells

To investigate whether the BMP pathway is perturbed in colon cancer cell lines, we first

sought to examine whether the BMPRIA receptor was present, because this receptor is often

mutated in colon cancer-prone JP patients. All of the colon cancer cell lines examined

expressed BMPRIA at the protein level (Fig. 1A). We next examined whether the receptor

was functional. We treated cells with BMP2 or BMP7 and examined SMAD1

phosphorylation using a phospho-specific SMAD1 antibody after nuclear and cytoplasmic

fractionation. In response to BMP ligand, the HCT116, HCT116 + chr2, and HCT116 + chr3

cancer cell lines phospohorylated and translocated pSMAD1 to the nucleus. Total SMAD1

and SMAD4 were also present in both the cytoplasm and nucleus (Fig. 1, B–D).

BMP-induced specific transcription is intact in colon cancer cells

Transcriptional activation due to BMP2 or BMP7 stimulation was determined with the use

of the BMP-specific SMAD-induced Luc reporter BRE-Luc (a generous gift from Dr. Peter

ten Dijke) (27). Transcriptional activation by BMP increased over untreated controls but

varied among the cell lines: in HCT116 and HCT116 + chr3 cells, transcriptional activity

increased 3- to 5-fold, whereas in HCT116 + chr2 cells, transcriptional activity increased 8-

to 13-fold (Fig. 2, A and B). Nontransfected and mock-transfected SMAD4-null SW480 cells

did not exhibit increased transcriptional activity to BMP2 or BMP7 over untreated controls

(Fig. 2C). To determine the effect of reconstituting the SMAD pathway on BMP signaling,

we transfected SMAD4 into SW480 cells. SMAD4-transfected SW480 cells showed a

modest increase in BRE-Luc activation when treated with ligand over control; however,

there was strong basal transcriptional activation of SMAD signaling in the absence of

exogenous BMP, suggesting an autocrine system in these cells with stimulation of BMP

receptors (Fig. 2C). When SMAD4-transfected SW480 cells were treated with 100 ng/ml

Noggin, a BMP-specific inhibitor, there was reversal of BMP-induced transcriptional

activity in these cells, confirming the high endogenous BMP activity. To further confirm the

endogenous production of BMP2 and BMP7, we treated SW480 cells with BMP2, BMP7,

and Noggin for 1, 6, 24, and 48 h and then performed RT-PCR on SW480 cells. SW480

cells produced both endogenous BMP2 and endogenous BMP7 at the transcriptional level

(Fig. 2D). We did not observe transcriptional changes in endogenous BMP2 and BMP7

expression with ligand or inhibitor (Noggin) treatment.

BMP ligands are moderately growth suppressive in colon cancer cells

Cell growth was indirectly evaluated by MTT assay and directly by cell counting. HCT116

+ chr2 and HCT116 + chr3 cells demonstrated modest but significant decreases in growth

when treated with 100 ng/ml BMP2 or BMP7 for 48 h, as assessed by the MTT assay (Fig.

3). HCT116 cells also demonstrated significant decreases in growth when treated with

BMP7 but not with BMP2. Although transcriptional activity was unchanged by exogenous

BMP treatment, SW480 cells also showed significant growth suppression with BMP without

the presence of SMAD4 (Fig. 3). Direct cell counting of the cell lines after BMP treatment

showed decreased growth of BMP-treated cells compared with untreated cells. We observed
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inhibition after 2 days of growth in HCT116 + chr3 and SW480 cells with either BMP2 or

BMP7 ligand but in not HCT116 or HCT116 + chr2 cells. HCT116 cells after BMP2 and

HCT116 + chr2 cells after BMP2 and BMP7 showed decreased cell growth after 4 days of

ligand treatment (Fig. 4, A–D). Only HCT116 cells treated with BMP7 had some modest

growth enhancement, which was reduced by day 4. Overall, our data were consistent with

the MTT results.

DN BMPR1A reverses transcriptional activity and growth inhibitory effects of BMP ligands

We transfected HCT116 + chr2, HCT116 + chr3, and SW480 cells with a DN BMPRIA

construct and compared the results with a transfected CA BMPR1A vector or mock vector

(15). Posttransfection, we treated the cells with BMP2 or BMP7 and assayed transcription

via the BRE-Luc assay. Transcriptionally, DN BMPR1A reduced the effect of BMP ligands

compared with mock and CA BMPR1A transfections in HCT116 + chr2 and HCT116 +

chr3 cell lines (Fig. 5, A and B). In SMAD4-null SW480 cells, DN BMPR1A transfection

demonstrated no difference in transcriptional activity over mock transfection (Fig. 5C).

However, when DN BMPR1A was cotransfected with SMAD4, BMP2-induced

transcriptional activity was reduced by 50% compared with SMAD4 transfectants alone,

although it did not reduce to the levels seen with Noggin treatment. Thus DN BMPR1A

trasfection reduces BMP-SMAD-mediated transcription in our cell models.

DN BMPR1A reversed BMP-induced growth-suppressive effects in our cell models. In both

HCT116 + chr2 and HCT116 + chr3 cells, CA BMPR1A was more effective in reducing

growth than exogenous BMP2 or BMP7 ligand treatment. However, the presence of DN

BMPR1A attenuated or reversed BMP-induced growth suppression in both of these cell

lines (Fig. 6, A and B). In SMAD4-null SW480 cells, the presence of DN BMPR1A

completely reversed BMP2-induced growth suppression to levels similar with cells treated

with the BMP inhibitor Noggin (Fig. 6C). Thus we showed reversal of BMP-induced growth

suppression when signaling through BMPR1A was impaired, indicating that this receptor is

a gateway for growth suppression.

BMP2 decreases wound closure by SW480 cells

We performed a wound closure assay on SW480 cells treated with BMP2, BMP7, and

Noggin. We found that untreated cells were able to fill into the wound gap, whereas BMP2

inhibited wound closure by SW480 cells. BMP7 also inhibited wound closure by SW480

cells but to a lesser extent than BMP2 did. Noggin, a BMP ligand inhibitor, did not inhibit

wound closure by SW480 cells to any significant extent (Fig. 7, A and B).

BMP2 and BMP7 and alteration of the cell cycle

We examined the functional effects of BMP treatment on the cell cycle in colon cancer cell

lines. Despite intact BMP signaling and growth suppression, none of the HCT116 cell lines

examined demonstrated significant alteration of the cell cycle (Table 2). However, SW480

cells demonstrated an increase in the percentage of cells in the G1 phase when treated with

BMP2 and a significant increase when treated with BMP7. Because p21 has been shown to

be upregulated by BMPs in some model systems, we further examined whether p21WAF1

was transcriptionally activated by BMP in cell lines by transfecting pWWP-Luc, a
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p21WAF1-specific reporter plasmid. We found no up-regulation in transcriptional activity of

p21WAF1 upon stimulation with BMP2 or BMP7 over controls in HCT116, HCT 116 + chr2,

HCT116 + chr3, and SW480 cells. Indeed, in particular, SW480 cells showed a slight

reduction in p21 transcription over baseline with BMP7 treatment but no increase, as would

be expected by the degree of growth suppression (Fig. 8A). We also examined endogenous

p21 mRNA expression by RT-PCR after BMP2 and BMP7 treatement and found no change

in p21 mRNA levels in any of the cell lines examined (Fig. 8, B–E). In SW480 cells, Noggin

may have increased p21 expression in this semiquantitative experiment. Additionally,

neither BMP2 nor BMP7 stimulation caused significant changes in cell survival as examined

by propidium iodide viability in any of the cell lines examined (data not shown).

Human colon cancer specimens exhibit intact BMP signaling components

To assess the status of BMP signaling in primary human colon cancer specimens, we

utilized immunohistochemistry to examine the presence or absence of signaling molecules.

We examined 13 primary colon cancer tissues: 3 high-MSI (MSI-H) and 10 MSS tissues.

All of the cancers (and paired normal colonic tissue) expressed pSMAD1, BMPRIA, BMP2,

and BMP7. Representative pictures of the immunohistochemical stains are shown in Fig. 9.

DISCUSSION

BMPs are known to play a role in tissue development, but, until recently, little work has

been done examining the significance of BMP signaling in cancer. Work by several groups

has previously shown BMP signaling to affect epithelial cell growth (3, 14, 33). TGF-β and

activin ligands from the same superfamily as BMP are known growth suppressors and have

shown to be inactivated in subsets of colon cancers (9, 16, 22, 31). BMP signaling can be

inactivated by a germline mutation of BMPRIA in the colon cancer predisposition syndrome

JP (17, 40). Taken together, these facts led us to hypothesize that the BMP pathway might

be affected in colon cancer cell lines and human colon cancer specimens without JP. In this

study, we investigated several colon cancer cell lines for the presence of intact BMP2 and

BMP7 signaling and whether growth was affected by ligand treatment.

We determined that the BMPRIA receptor was present in all of the colon cancer cell lines

and tissues examined. Thus BMPRIA is expressed in colon cancers as opposed to some

polyps from JP patients. To further evaluate whether the BMPRIA receptor was active, we

found that SMAD1 was phosphorylated and was transported to the nucleus in the colon

cancer tissues and the HCT116 cell line and its derivatives. Furthermore, we utilized a Luc

reporter vector specific for BMP-induced SMAD signaling to confirm that BMP signaling

could induce transcription. While we found severalfold increases in transcriptional activity

induced with ligand treatment in both the HCT116 (TGFBR2 and ACVR2 mutated) and

HCT116 + chr3 (TGFBR2 reconstituted) cell lines, the HCT116 + chr2 cell line, which

contains an extra copy of BMPRII and a functional copy of ACVR2, had a higher

transcriptional activity with ligand treatment over controls (21). We propose that the higher

levels of BMP-induced transcription in HCT116 + chr2 cells is a direct result of either one

or both of the reconstituted receptors being present, with the ability to transduce the effects

of BMP. Using DN BMPR1A transfection, we showed inhibition of BMP-induced SMAD-
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dependent transcription, further indicating that this receptor is necessary for transducing the

effects of the BMP ligands. The reduction in transcriptional activity as a result of DN

BMPR1A transfection appeared to be greater in HCT116 + chr2 cells compared with

HCT116 + chr3 cells, again perhaps due to the presence of additional receptors encoded on

chromosome 2 that are involved in BMP signaling. Additionally, we found that upon

stimulation with BMP2 and BMP7, HCT116, HCT116 + chr2, and HCT116 + chr3 cells

exhibited modest but significant growth suppression as assayed by the MTT assay. The

growth suppression was verified in our models with the use of DN BMPR1A to impair

signaling through this receptor. Indeed, DN BMPR1A reverse the BMP-induced growth

suppression in our cell models. These results are consistent with an intact and functional

BMP pathway in these colon cancer cells, with the manifestation of growth suppression.

We also investigated whether BMP2 or BMP7 stimulation induced changes in cell viability

or cell cycle progression. We did not find BMP2 and BMP7 stimulation to induce changes

in cell viability (data not shown) in our system, in contrast to what has been previously

reported by other groups (14). Our cell cycle analysis did not identify any changes in cell

cycle progression except for an increase in the G1 phase of SW480 cells, but our analysis of

p21WAF1 transcriptional activity did not demonstrate differences with BMP stimulation.

Thus the moderate growth suppression seen in these cells does not appear to be directly

related to activation of p21WAF1, consistent with results reported for breast cancer cell lines

(18).

SW480 is a SMAD4-null cell line, and, upon reconstitution of SMAD4, there was strong

transcriptional activation of BMP-regulated SMAD signaling in the absence of exogenous

BMP ligands, indicating high autocrine stimulation of the BMP receptors. This was verified

by treating SMAD4-transfected cells with Noggin (which binds free ligand). A subsequent

decrease in transcriptional activity was demonstrated as well as the presence of BMP2 and

BMP7 ligand transcripts, which can make protein available for autocrine or paracrine

activity upon BMP receptors. Furthermore, nontransfected SW480 cells exhibited significant

decreases in growth when treated with BMP2 and BMP7, and BMP2-induced growth

suppression was reversed with transfection with the DN BMPR1A vector. Taken together,

these findings indicate that BMP can induce SMAD4-independent growth effects in SW480

cells by an as-yet-uncharacterized pathway. The SMAD4-independent growth-suppressive

effect might be partly through nonligand saturable mechanisms given the high endogenous

production of ligand in SW480 cells and little increase in BMP-specific transcriptional

activity with exogenous ligand treatment.

Because of their more dramatic effect on growth inhibition with BMP, SW480 cells were

also analyzed for their ability to close a wound scratched through the center of confluent

cells. In particular, BMP2 ligand treatment inhibited the ability of SW480 cells to close the

wound. SW480 cells treated with Noggin were able to close the wound to near the same

extent as untreated SW480 cells. Thus BMP2 may slow the growth and/or inhibit the

migratory ability of BMP-sensitive colon cancer cells. We also evaluated HCT116 + chr2

cells for their ability to close a wound in response to BMP ligands and observed no changes

from controls (data not shown). This may be due to the less-dramatic growth effect of BMPs

upon HCT116 + ch2 cells or possibly that cells without SMAD4 (such as SW480 cells,
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which lack SMAD4-dependent signaling) have unbalanced SMAD4-independent signaling

that allows increased growth suppression.

While it was not a main focus of this study, we found no difference in BMP signaling

between MSI-H and MSS tissues, as was expected because the BMPR1A receptor does not

contain a coding microsatellite. This is in contrast to other TGF-β super-family members,

TFG-β and activin, which have their signaling inactivated by mutations within coding

microsatellites in key surface receptors (10, 22). Thus we have no evidence that BMP would

have differential effects on MSI-H tumors compared with the TGF-β and activin pathways.

BMP signaling could represent a potential pharmacological target that may lead to moderate

growth suppression in both MSI-H and MSS tumors.

In conclusion, unlike other TGF-β superfamily member signaling (such as TFG-β and

activin signaling), which is often inactivated in subsets of colon cancer, BMP signaling

appears to be intact in these tumors. To our knowledge, this is the first examination of

BMP7-induced signaling in sporadic colon cancers. In juvenile polyps from patients with JP,

loss of BMP signaling might contribute to the high risk of colon cancer observed over the

lifetime of these patients. Given that BMP signaling appears to be growth suppressive, there

are a few possibilities as to why BMP signaling remains intact in colon cancers. First, the

degree of tumor suppression may be moderate and thus overcome by other genetic events

that occur in colon cancers. Second, other signaling pathways may adversely affect BMP

growth-suppressive signaling, such that traditional SMAD signaling is abrogated without

mutation of the components. Finally, some growth suppression by BMP may be induced via

SMAD4-independent pathways, as suggested by our results in SW480 cells. This

uncharacterized signaling pathway(s) could be redundant or affected by genetic events that

occur during the formation and progression of colon cancers. These findings indicate further

exploration is necessary of the pathways, and potential cross-talk between the pathways

should be investigated.
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Fig. 1.
Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) receptor type IA (BMPRIA) and SMAD protein

expression. A: immunoprecipitation of BMPRIA in various colon cancer cell lines. The

C2C12 mouse cell line is used as a positive control. FET and CaCo are additional colon

cancer cell lines. B–D: nuclear extracts of HCT116 (B), HCT116 + chr2 (C), and HCT116 +

chr3 (D) cell lines treated with BMP2 or BMP7. Membranes were blotted for

phosphorylated (p)SMAD1, SMAD1, and SMAD4. Histone was used as a loading control

for nuclear fractionations.
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Fig. 2.
BMP-induced transcriptional activity in colon cancer cells. A and B: fold induction of BMP2

(A) or BMP7 (B) treatment over no treatment (control, CNT) of BMP-induced SMAD

transcriptional activity in HCT116 cell line derivatives. C: relative amount of SMAD-

induced transcriptional activity in SW480 cells with and without SMAD4 transfection. D:

RT-PCR of SW480 cells for basal (endogenous) BMP2 and BMP7 expression and after

treatment with BMP2, BMP7, or Noggin. GAPDH was used as a control.
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Fig. 3.
Effect of BMP2 or BMP7 treatment on cell growth as assessed by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-

yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay in HCT116, HCT116 + chr2, HCT116 +

chr3, and SW480 cells. Two-factor with replications ANOVA was used to determine P

values: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 4.
Effect of BMP2 or BMP7 treatment on cell growth as assessed by cell counting in HCT116

(A), HCT116 + chr2 (B), HCT116 + chr3 (C), and SW480 (D) cells after 2 and 4 days of

BMP2 and BMP7 treatment.
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Fig. 5.
Relative amount of SMAD-induced transcriptional activity after BMP ligand treatment and

the effect of dominant negative (DN) BMPR1A transfection. In both HCT116 + chr2 (A)

and HCT116 + chr3 (B) cells, DN BMPR1A transfection reduced BMP-induced SMAD

transcriptional activity. Constitutively active (CA) BMPR1A is shown as a positive control

in the absence of ligand treatment. In SMAD4-null SW480 cells (C), DN BMPR1A reduced

endogenous (CNT) and BMP2-induced SMAD transcriptional activity when cotransfected

with SMAD4.
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Fig. 6.
DN BMPR1A transfection reversed BMP-induced growth suppression as assessed by MTT

assay in HCT116 + chr2 (A), HCT116 + chr3 (B), and SW480 (C) cells. Two-factor with

replications ANOVA was used to determine P values: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 7.
Wound closure assay of untreated (control) SW480 cells and those treated with BMP2,

BMP7, or Noggin. A: representative pictures for days 0, 3, and 4. B: bar graph of SW480

wound closure at day 3.
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Fig. 8.
Effect of BMPs on p21 transcription. A: results of p21 luciferase assay using pWWP-luc

plasmid on HCT116, HCT116 + chr2, HCT116 + chr3, and SW480 cell lines with BMP2

and BMP7 treatment. B–E: results of p21 mRNA expression in HCT116 (B), HCT116 +

chr2 (C), HCT116 + chr3 (D), and SW480 (E) cells after treatment with BMP2, BMP7, and

Noggin.
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Fig. 9.
Representative pictures of immunohistochemistry on 4 paired human colon cancer

specimens stained for BMP2, BMP7, BMPRIA, and pSMAD1. Controls represent stained

samples without primary antibody. Intestinal hamartomatous polyps with and without

mutations in BMPR1A were used as additional controls (not shown). Magnification: ×40.
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Table 1

Genetic characteristics of the various cell lines used in this study

Cell Line Microsatellite Status Key Affected Genes Key Restored Genes

HCT116 MSI-H ACVR2, TGFBR2, hMLH1

HCT116 + chr3 MSS ACVR2 TGFBR2, hMLH1

HCT116 + chr2 MSI-H TGFBR2, hMLH1 ACVR2

SW480 MSS SMAD4

MSI-H, high microsatellite instability; MSS, microsatellite stable; ACVR2, activin receptor 2; TGFBR2, transforming growth factor (TGF)-β

receptor type 2; hMLH1, human mlh homolog 1.
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Table 2

Cell cycle analysis from flow cytometric data on various colon cancer cell lines

Cell Cycle Phase

Cell Line G1 S G2

HCT 116

Control 66.17 18.03 ± 0.97 15.8 ± 0.6

+BMP2 69.93 16.3 ± 0.93 13.73 ± 0.53

+BMP7 70.33 16.63 ± 0.87 13.1 ± 0.57

+TGF-β 68.7 18.2 ± 0.9 13.1 ± 0.5

HCT 116 + chr2

Control 78.57 8.7 ± 0.77 12.7 ± 0.67

+ BMP2 79.13 8.86 ± 1 11.96 ± 0.63

+ BMP7 78.97 8.53 ± 0.63 12.56 ± 0.43

+TGF-β 79.80 7.4 ± 1.3 12.7 ± 0.9

HCT 116 + chr3

Control 69.10 14.83 ± 1.43 12.73 ± 0.93

+ BMP2 68.53 16.83 ± 1.4 14.6 ± 1.03

+ BMP7 69.43 18.23 ± 1.13 12.33 ± 0.7

+TGF-β
79.8

*
7.4 ± 1.3

* 12.7 ± 0.9

SW480

Control 41.73 43.06 ± 1.43 15.23 ± 0.7

+ BMP2 44.67 42.6 ± 1.93 12.73 ± 0.9

+ BMP7
48.03

*
41.53 ± 1.6

*
10.43 ± 0.83

*

+TGF-β
47.4

* 42.9 ± 1.4
9.7 ± 0.6

*

Values are means ± SE expressed as the percentage of cell in a given cell cycle phase. BMP, bone morphogenetic protein.

*
P < 0.01.
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